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Tanks roaring over farmlands, pregnant women tortured, 30,000 individuals "disappeared"--
these were the horrors of Argentina's Dirty War. A New York Times Notable Book of the Year and
Finalist for the L.L. Winship / PEN New England Award in 1998, A Lexicon of Terror is a sensitive
and unflinching account of the sadism, paranoia, and deception the military junta unleashed on
the Argentine people from 1976 to 1983.This updated edition features a new epilogue that
chronicles major political, legal, and social developments in Argentina since the book's initial
publication. It also continues the stories of the individuals involved in the Dirty War, including the
torturers, kidnappers and murderers formerly granted immunity under now dissolved amnesty
laws. Additionally, Feitlowitz discusses investigations launched in the intervening years that have
indicated that the network of torture centers, concentration camps, and other operations
responsible for the "desaparecidas" was more widespread than previously thought. A Lexicon of
Terror vividly evokes this shocking era and tells of the long-lasting effects it has left on the
Argentine culture.

"A magisterial work on a great subject. This is a book everyone should read."--Susan Sontag"A
major work that deserves to stand among the very best accounts of state terror and those who
had the strength and luck to survive it."--Foreign Affairs"Feitlowitz writes with a fearful grace and
subdued eloquence; [this is] a work of a literary art in the analytical literature...but [the book]
goes much further--and here is her originality and genius."--Edward Peters, Human Rights
Review"Ms. Feitlowitz does an excellent job of combining moving, personal accounts of the Dirty
War with insightful glimpses into the complexity of current events in Argentina."--Dr. Jose Miguel
Vivanco, Executive Director, Human Rights Watch/Americas"The most important book to appear
so far on the consequences of the vicious cycle of terror and violence the enveloped Argentina
in the 1970s... the wealth of empathy and understanding, the depth of knowledge and the
intensity of the scholarship that Feitlowitz brings to this book will enrich everyone who cares
about Argentina." - Buenos Aires HeraldAbout the AuthorMarguerite Feitlowitz is Professor of
Literature at Bennington College. Her many awards include two Fulbright Fellowships to
Argentina and a Mary Ingram Bunting Fellowship in Nonfiction.
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Veronica Martino, “A Lexicon of Terror--Book Review. In her study of the Argentinan "Dirty War",
Feitlowitz does a marvelous job of conveying the true sentiment on the subject from argentines
before, during and after the military coup of 1976. The terror, the hopelessness and today's
heartwrenching despair. Her book recounts the testimony of families of the
"desaparecidos" (disappeared) and victims themselves whom she interviewed during her six
year research on the subject, in Argentina. She eloquently conveys to the reader the fear and
confusion that have been long ingrained in the minds of Argentina's civilians, as the result of the
atrocities committed by the dictatorship. As a teenager growing up in Argentina during this
period, I attest to the veracity of the emotions delivered by the author in her writings. A must read
on the topic!”

P. Willson, “An Incredible Narrative. This is a compelling and relentless book that jumps off from
the starting point that subtle Orwellian language manipulation is an essential component of
political repression, by showing how the adjustment and subversion of words, the theft of
meaning, enabled the Argentine Generals to torture, loot, and murder tens of thousands of quite
innocent civilians (and unwanted military or anyone else in the way). In a literate society the body
parts can remain hidden, and the words will do the work of subduing dissent.By exploring the
personal stories and interviews with survivors, families of the 'disappeared,' willfully ignorant or
complicit 'bystanders,' vain or conscience-stricken perpetrators, and so on, the book moves far
beyond a linguistic or philosophical analysis. It is personal, angry, and tragic.What froze me to
the bone is recognizing little linguistic echoes and hints from our own government as it moves
the war on terror increasingly to a domestic front. One thing the author underplays, I think, is the
extent to which a large proportion of the Argentine society actually was fine with the degree of
brutality and repression, as long as they didn't have to actually see and 'know about' the
mutilated carcasses of their neighbors' kids. They were convinced by words and the climate of
paranoia that there was (indeed) an invisible war against terrorists going on all around them.
'Torture... is the secret weapon in the war without rules.'Not a stunningly brilliant work like
Scarry's 'The Body in Pain,' but 'Lexicon of Terror' has the great advantage that it's very
readable and accessible.”

Michael Hager, “A thorough work on the Dirty War. This is an incredibly researched work.
Marguerite Feitlowitz has interviewed and probed into Argentina's past with an ear toward the
language used and its effect upon the victims of the Dirty War. As a person who has studied and
written about this time, I was fascinated to read her approach. The language used by the
torturers of Argentina was sinister and telling; she has solved the puzzle of their words and let
the world understand their aims and goals. It is a brilliant book, and important for anyone who
is interested in 1) Human rights; 2) Latin American history; 3) Human nature; 4) The politics of a



nation's memory.”

Trevor Jackson, “I highly recommend. We had to read it for my college .... Such a fascinating
book. I highly recommend. We had to read it for my college Latin American studies class and I
couldn't put it down. At the same time it is a very sad time in history.”

Rosalind, “Moving and informative; A must read. I read this for my Human Rights class. A really
important look into a horrible tragedy. It was easy to read, but still full of information. A lot of
moving personal accounts”

middleagesnerd, “Brilliant. This book is an amazing read. Well written and well researched the
personal testimonies given within its pages really help the reader comprehend what may seem
inconceivable as well as display the author's commitment to quality research. Fantastic.”

franco rossi, “Excelent and accurated. This book not only describes what happened in Argentina
during the lastdictatorship but shows what could happen anywere when citizens resignstheir
rights. It made me think about our participation on this inferno too.”

The book by Julian Fellowes has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 41 people have provided feedback.
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